NATIONAL INSTITUTE FOR EMPOWERMENT OF PERSONS WITH MULTIPLE
DISBILITIES (NIEPMD)
(Department of Disability Affairs, Ministry of Social Justice & Empowerment, Govt. of India)
E.C.R.Muttukadu Kovalam P.O, Chennai- 603 112

NIEPMD/Estate 6(29)/2013-14
To,
Reputed Agencies

08/05/2014

Sub: Calling Quotation for the proposed Hearing Aid room wooden partition works …reg
Sir,
The National Institute for Empowerment of Persons with Multiple Disabilities
(NIEPMD) is established by the Ministry of Social Justice and Empowerment, Govt. of India is
functioning at Muttukadu, Chennai – 112. NIEPMD invites tender for the wooden partition
works.
S.No
1.

2.

Description

Wooden partition works up to the ceiling height using
75mmX75mm teak wood second class frame and the grid
made by as per the drawing enclosed and covered with the
6mm plywood duly pasted with the 1mm thick laminate and
both side
Providing and fixing ISI marked flush door , shutter, core of
block board construction with frame of first class hard wood
and well matched teak 3ply veneering with vertical place are
cross bands and face veneering an both faces of shutters,
shutter including 12mm minimum depth an all edges of shutter
including stainless steel butt hinges with necessary stainless
steel /cp brass screw

Area(Sq.ft)
Approximately

100sqft

20sqft

3.

Wardrobe/continuous
table
arrangement
to
accommodate minimum 5 persons with two draws and
one openable cabinet duly finished with external laminate
and internal painting and necessary accessories and like
locks handle brass lights and etc.
(size -22’X2’X2.5’)
4.
5.

Carpet flooring including the fixing the finished floor with all
necessary arrangements
Supply , installation of Spilt type AC units of nominal cooling
capacity 4500 kcal/Hr (1.5TR) , 5 star rating (suitable for
operation on single phase 230 volts , 15Hz , Ac supply ) along
with 4KVA voltage stabilizer LV/HV cut off , built in time lag ,
auto restart facilities on restoration of power and suitable
for input voltage range of 170-270 volts and output 220+/10% etc. complete as required at site

22Rft

200sqft

02Units

Rate

Amount

(make :VOLTAS )
6.

7.

8.
9.

Supply, installation , testing and commissioning additional
inter connecting copper control cables and refrigerant pipe
lines etc. as required
Supply, installation , testing and commissioning of cable
management system for protection copper control cables
and refrigerant pipe lines etc. as required
Supply, installation , testing and commissioning of additional
length of drain pipe (20mm PVC) etc are required
Providing and fixing additional power outlets with wiring and
MCB DB:s/MCB:s

10mtr

20mtr
20mtr

02 locations

Total amount
The quotation clearly mentioning top of envelop as ‘’for the proposed Hearing Aid room
wooden partition works ” should reach on or before 30th May 2014 NIEPMD by speed
post/courier /person –drop the quotation in to the Tender box which is kept in the Main
building (3rd floor )

Yours faithfully,
Sd/(S.SANKARA NARAYANAN)
Deputy Registrar (Admin)

